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TNG CALCULATIONS A N D EVALUATIONS OF P HOT ON 
PRODUCTION DATA FOR SOME E N D F / B - V I MATERIALS 

C. Y. Fu 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6356, USA 

ABSTRACT 

Among the new evaluations in the ENDF/B-VI general purpose files, 25 were based on 
calculations using TNG, a consistent Hauser-Feshbach pre-equilibrium nuclear model code. 
The photon production cross sections and spectra were calculated simultaneously with the 
particle emission cross sections and spectra, assuring energy balance for each reaction. 
The theories used in TNG for these calculations are summarized. Several examples of 
photon production data, taken from the ENDF/B-VI files, are compared with the available 
experimental data. 

1. In t roduct ion 

Nuclear-model calculations have been widely used to create evaluated neutron cross-
section libraries. In particular, multi-step Hauser-Feshbach1 (H-F) codes enable the evalu-
ator to calculate all the necessary cross sections, energy and angular distributions, up to an 
incident energy of 20 MeV. In this paper, one such codes, TNG 2 , is described. Emphasis 
is given to calculations and evaluations of photon production cross sections and spectra 
for some ENDF/B-VI general purpose files. 

Some comparisons of calculated photon production spectra adopted for ENDF/B-VI 
with experimental data are shown. Pronounced spin sensitivity is illustrated with the 
photon production spectrum in the 4 0 Ca(n ,np) reaction. Formats adopted to facilitate 
energy balance are also described. 

2. Theories Adopted in TNG 

The development of TNG began in 1971 from the binary H-F code HELGA 3 by adding 
to it a tertiary step. At the time the author had just completed the evaluations of Ca and 
Pb for the ENDF/B-III library up to 15 MeV and discovered the impossibility of doing an 
adequate evaluation without at least a second step in the H-F code. 

The HELGA code provided a strong foundation for further development because the 
code was intended for evaluation purposes and already had (1) a detailed treatment of 
width-fluctuation corrections4 for discrete-level regions, (2) continuum bins with angular 
distributions, (3) gamma-ray cascades for the radiation width and for each residual nuclide 
based on the single-particle shell model estimates 5, and (4) allowance for direct cross-
section contributions to the discrete-level cross sections. However, the code could be used 
only below about 7 MeV, the (n, 2n) threshold. For the ENDF/B-III Ca and Pb evaluations 
above 7 MeV, a simple evaporation model was linked to HELGA to generate the required 
neutron and gamma-ray emission spectra. 



The two-step version of TNG was enhanced by a simple model of pre-equilibrium 
reaction and applied to the evaluation of Si, Ca, Fe, and Pb for ENDF/B-IV. The qualities 
of these evaluations were much improved over ENDF/B-III. The code has since been 
continuously improved and used for evaluation purposes. A comparison between ENDF/B-
III and -IV photon production spectra from the 4 0 Ca(n ,np) reaction is discussed below. 

The following improvements are listed without details: an option for giant-dipole-
resonance gamma-ray widths and cascades, allowance for overlapping discrete and contin
uum level regions, an extension of two-step H-F to multi-step, continuum spin distributions 
consistent with those of the discrete levels, an improvement of the pre-equilibrium model by 
conserving angular momentum, an extension of width-fluctuation corrections to the contin
uum regions, angular distributions of outgoing particles from the pre-equilibrium reaction 
based on a partial random-phase model, multi-step fission channels, a pre-equilibrium 
capture reaction and capture gamma-ray spectrum, variable-energy continuum bins, and 
consistent two-Fermion level-density models for both the compound and precompound 
parts of the calculations. 

The parameters for the electric giant-dipole resonance are taken from the literature 
or from default. The Ml, E2, and M2 are based on single-particle shell-model estimates. 
Their strengths are input as fractions of the El resonance at 7 MeV. For the examples 
shown in this paper, these fractions are 0.1 for Ml and 0.01 for E2 and M2. 

A major addition to TNG currently underway is an option for one of three major 
level-density models: the composite Gilbert-Cameron model 6 already in the code, the 
back-shifted Fermi-gas7, and the generated super-fluid model of Ignatyuk 8. The purpose 
of this option is to study the effects of level-density shapes defined by different formalisms 
on calculated particle emission cross sections and spectra. 

3 . Energy Balance and Formats 

Energy balance for each reaction (each MT in the ENDF file) is one of the checks 
made at the National Nuclear Data Center of Brookhaven National Laboratory before 
a submitted general purpose evaluation would be accepted for ENDF/B-VI. The energy 
balance problems in earlier evaluated files had been so large that one of the goals for 
ENDF/B-VI was to recommend isotopic evaluations that allow energy balance to be fully 
defined. A new format, called File 6, was designed for this purpose. 

In File 6, one enters the particle spectra (neutron and proton for the (n, np) reaction, 
for example], the recoil spectrum, and the photon production spectrum for each incident 
energy and each reaction. The sum of the average energies of these spectra must be equal 
to the incident energy within some tolerances. 

The TNG code calculates in the center-of-mass system. The output particle spectrum 
for each reaction is converted to the laboratory frame and, at the same time, the laboratory 
spectrum of the heavy recoil is generated. In this conversion, all angular distributions are 
considered isotropic. The average energies of the resulting spectra are added to the average 
energy of the gamma-ray spectrum for the reaction. The sum must equal to the incident 
neutron energy in the laboratory to within 1%. Difficulty arises if the number of energy 



bins used to represent a spectrum is too small, leading to inaccurate average energy. In 
this case, some patch-up is necessary. 

The photons arising from the discrete inelastic scatterings (MT = 51 to 90) are rep
resented in the file as branching ratios. This representation guarantees energy balance for 
MT = 51 to 90. The photon production spectrum from the inelastic continuum (MT = 91) 
must then be separately given, as is done by TNG, to allow energy balance to be checked 
for MT = 91. 

4. Examples from E N D F / B - V I 

Experimental data are sometimes available for single gamma rays or as a spectrum of 
gamma rays arising from several reactions. TNG outputs both in order to compare with 
experimental data. Detailed comparisons for many isotopes have been documented, see 
Hetrick et al. 9 as an example. 

The calculated photon production spectrum for ENDF/B-VI Fe at 14.1 MeV is com
pared with two sets of measurements respectively in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 is a comparison 
with the data of Dickens et a l . 1 0 while Fig. 2 is with Drake et a l . n The agreements are 
reasonable and typical for all incident neutron energies and other TNG-based evaluations. 

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the TNG calculation of photon production spectrum 
for the 4 0Ca(n,2r) reaction with experiment 1 2 for an incident neutron energy of 18.5 MeV. 
The calculation was done for the evaluation of ENDF/B-IV and is still used for ENDF/B-
VI. Also shown in the figure is an evaporation-model calculation used for ENDF/B-III (also 
identified as DNA-4152). The presence of the three gamma rays (2.526, 2.817, and 3.021 
MeV), produced in the (n,np) reaction as shown in the decay scheme of 3 9 K , illustrates 
the sensitivity of the H-F calculation to the residual level spins. It is seen that, relative 
to the evaporation-model calculation, the excitation cross sections of the 1 = 1 / 2 and 3/2 
levels are reduced in the H-F calculation, and those of the / = 7/2 and 9/2 are enhanced. 
In addition, an / = 7/2 level at 3.943 MeV (not shown in the figure), which partially 
feeds the 2.817-MeV level, also has an enhanced cross section in the H-F calculation, thus 
further increasing the production cross section of the 2.817-MeV gamma ray. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

When calculating gamma-ray production cross sections and gamma-ray spectra for 
evaluation purposes, experimental information of level spins and parities and gamma-ray 
branching ratios should be used as much as possible. For these purposes, TNG allows 
the discrete-level region and the continuum region in a residual nuclide to overlap so that 
incomplete discrete levels can still be used. In addition, the code has an option to use 
the measured gamma-ray branching ratios of thermal neutron capture for all calculated 
s-wave neutron captures. These were attempts to maximize the use of measured photon 
production data for evaluated files. 

Good results of calculated gamma-ray production cross sections and gamma-ray spec
tra depend on good results of calculated excitation cross sections for all the discrete levels 
and continuum bins. In the evaluation process, comparisons of both types of calculated 
results with experimental data have been made simultaneously. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of calculated gamma-ray production spectrum for 
an incident neutron energy of 14.1 MeV vfith Dickens et al. 
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Fig. 3. Pronounced gamma rays from ter t iary reactions. "Present 
calculation" is Hauser-Feshbach. "Evaluation" is based on 
the evaporation model. 


